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A  PEOPLE'S  EUROPE ( AND WOIVTEN ARE PEOPLE TOO)
The Heads of  State  and Government of  the  ten  European
Community countries  have set  up a  special  committee of
their  personal  representatives "  Its  purpose:  to
strengthen a "People's Europe".
And what if  women were to air  their  views too?
Without  being  over-concerned
and experts  what can be done
them) to  promote a  PeoPIe's
women?
with  treaties -  diPlomats
(by you and me- by us and
Europe for  both men and
That wellbeing  and the  practical  solidarity  we should
all  like  to  see " does it  already exist? What is  your own
experience? What steps have you taken -'  or  what steps
would you like  to  take  to  make this  future  community
of  ours a reality?
You know our address.
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4s an observer of what is happening today, ,,Fbfien of Europe,, is
particurarry werr placed. Frcn the information that fl,oods jnto its
editorial office we often notice sonerhat unexpected trends and
suddenly rea-lise how greatly the concerns expressed by wonen in
individual Eutopean Cqmtunity countries converge.
Early this spring, for exarwle, we noted a surprising numbet of news
items on the prace of wonen in the scientific world. conputers and
new technology have sparked off thought and action whose
irprications spread far wider than any dreamed of by academjcs and
researchers.
Step by step, cautiousl.y but resol.ute-ly, wor,en have been taking on a
nuch npre far-reaching  role in their society. They have been
speaking up in djscussions on najor issues and accepting their share
of responsibility.
We are about to embark on a vital debate as to the economic futwe
of Europe. Should we try to ride out the economic storm, or should
we stand up and fight back? And if  we decide to fight back, wilL all
the effort be real 7y worth the while?
It  would be both surprising and disappointing tf  woflEn had nothing
to say on the subject.
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An informal meeting of ministers with responsibility for women's status took
place in Rome on 7 March on the invitation and under the chairmanship of Mr
De Michelis, Italian Minister of Employment.  The discussions centred on three
proposed directives that the European Commission had put on the desk of the
Council of  Ministers of  the European Community: on part-time work; on
parental leavel and on equal treatment for  self -employed men and women,
including those working in agriculture, and the protection of motherhood.
Winding up the meeting, Mr De Michelis said he would do his best to ensure
that the Council could adopt at least one of the three directives before the
end of June. Although there was no insuperable obstacle in ltaly's case, he
warned that other Community countries might have great dif ficulties to
overcome.  Denmark, for instance, had already announced its opposition to the
three directives because of  guestions of  legal competencg and the United
Kingdom had also expressed reservations.
Yvette Roudy, the French Minister for Womenrs Rights. regretted the fact
that it  was even harder today to bring in measures promoting the interests of
women than in the 1970s because of the economic crisis. She stressed how
important it  is for women to look to new technologies, implying a different
choice of  direction in  their studies and a  different type of  basic and
specialist job training.
Before the meeting, Mr De Michelis had received a delegation from the
"Women's Committeerr of the European  Trade Union Confederation,  which
handed him the ''ETUC declaration on womenrs employment". An active
policy in favour of women, said the women unionists, should include the
launching of appropriate vocational training and job creation programmes
and the elimination of  wage, tax and social discrimination. The ETUC
Committee also asked for  rtpositive actiont' to be applied under the
national law of each European Community state.
LOME M  AND VOMEN
=============================
The new convention signed by the European Community and the African. Carib-
bean and Pacific States is the third of its kind (the reason for its title, Lomd
III), but only the first in the series to mention women explicitly. The wording
of Article 123 runs: l.  Cooperation will sustain the efforts of ACP States to
recognize the value of women's work, improve their living conditions. broaden
their role and advance their status in  the process of  production  and
development; 2. Special attention will be paid to giving women access to all
aspects of  training, more sophisticated technologies,  credit and cooperative
organizations as well as to appropriate technologies which will relieve them of
some of the burden of their tasks.
One example will suffice to illustrate the problem. In Mali, under a I'rice"
scheme being funded by the European Community, a  woman cannot obtain
credit for the purchase of agricultural  equipment on her own account. She can
borrow only if  her husband applies for her and if  he himself grows cotton.
Cotton-growing, however, places an extra burden of work on the woman as
she has traditionally been responsible for sowing, hoeing and cotton-picking. If
she cannot borrow. a woman has to go on using a manual implement -  a
"daba" -  and cannot afford to buy fertilizers, which means in turn that she
cannot improve her productivity.
The Lomd III Convention is being brought into force at the end of the United
Nations Decade for Women, and the European Community bears part of  the
responsibility for what the future will bring.Vomen of Europe no. 39 - 15 Januaryll5 March t5  p. 5
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The Commission of the European Communities  has set up a training programme
that is unique of its kind: 18 months in Japan, consisting of a 12 months'
full-time course in the Japanese language and 6 monthsr attachment full-time
to a Japanese company.
A  hundred young executives have already benefited from the first four
programmes; 34 more arrived in Tokyo early in February and 40 more places
are to be made available under a programme due to begin in February 1986"
As of this date, only a dozen wo_men have taken part in this quite exceptional
scheme. Why not you?
The terms are advantageous: successful applicants will be paid a monthly
allowance and the travel costs will be paid by the Commission, which also
foots the bill  for  the language classes and incidentals. An installation
allowance is paid on arrival in Japan and there is a relocation allowance at
the end of the programme.
The basic requirements  are a university degree or the equivalent and two
yearsr experience in  business or  industry, preferably in an international
context. A  knowledge of  marketing or  company development has proved
particularly useful in that it has helped trainees to take full advantage of the
training opportunities, but many young executives who have trained in tech-
nical or business subjects have found the experience to be of great value in
promoting their firm's business in Japan.
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co has been asked to short*list applicants,
both men or women. The firm has of fices in every capital in the
Community except Italy, where its office is in Milan, and Germany,
where its office is in Frankfurt. The head office in the Hague can be
contacted via its telex (no 3245r.
WOMEN AND RESEARCH
Supplement n" 18 is entitledrrWomen  and Researchrr. In response to a call
from European Parliament, one that has been echoed by many women,
this is the first survey of research and studies pertaining specifically to
women in  universities and research institutes in  the ten European
Community countries.
Being a first approach to the sub ject it  is by necessity selective and
non-comprehensive. Like every rtfirst?r, it has its limits and its faults. For
example, the authors have - regretfully - restricted themselves to institu-
tional bodies, although wherever possible they give the addresses of the
research and information cen {;res, libraries and discussion groups that
have come into being as a result of womenrs own initiative.
Written by Martine El  Mehalawi-Nouet. Nathalie Pauner (of  Agence
Femmes Information) and Patricia Niedzwecki, this survey (which is
available in English) gives an idea of the impressive energy and diversity
of the research being done by and on women. It  should promote the
exchange of  ideas o circulation of information, pooling of thoughts and
creation of a network at Community level - all of which constitute the very
raison df€tre of rrWonen of Europe".p. 6  Yomen of Europe no. 39 - 15 January/I5 March t5
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Jeannine Terneu-Evrard and Brigitte Evrard have been researching the image
of women as it  is projected in education today, especially in textbooks, and
as it should be conveyed if it is to promote equal opportunities  for girls.
The survey, intended to provide food for thought within the European  Com-
mission, has the merit of not trying to conceal the complexity of the issue.
The authors quote Yvette Roudyts observation, 'rwhat we need are new school
booksrr, but go on to comment "nothing fundamental has changed as yet. as
the new school books provett.
Placing pressure on publishers is helpful. One American publisher has admitted
that 'rwhat makes us move in the United States is the compilation of black
lists of sexist and racialist books't. Even so. a good deal more thought on the
content of new books is needed. It  is not enough to write 'tDaddy is doing the
cooking". Should not the high proportion of working mothers be reflected  in
textbooks?  Should this percentage be made apparent in each individual book or
should it  be obvious from the books used in the classroom as a whole? To
what extent should the realities be presented to children, and which realities
should be shown? Life as seen by teachers or by workers or by employers?
Life as it is today or as it will be tomorrow?
Cautiously and tentatively, many practical solutions are suggested. Including
this suggestion - again from the US - which shoutd make us think as well as
smile: rrdomestic economyrr lessons should be rechristened "the art of  living
well". or "the single personrs ABC". The book is on sale at the Office of
Official Publications of the Communities,  1985 Luxembourg.
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on a  hlr  ou".,oou* ;".;:",  ";  .;;-;;,";""  di san Domenico. the
European University Institute is attended by students and researchers. The
proportions of  men and women are of  interest: 27 to  20 respectively in
academic year 1976-77; 24 to 17 in L98L-82; 43 to 20 in 1982-83; and 43 to
2L in 1983-84.
The whole of the teaching staff has been male ever since 1976 (3j in acade-
mic year 1983-84). with the sole exception of Gigliola Margiotta Broglio. who
has been an assistant professor since 1979 and has now become a full-time
associate professor.
It is hardly surprising that a "women's group'r was set up in autumn 1983 by a
few women students and researchers. Their aim was to pool their thoughts on
women's studies. a  subject not included in  the Institute curriculum.  Its
members also wanted to discuss their own status as women and students in a
predominantly  male environment.
Its first step was to arrange a cycle of  interdisciplinary  seminars on the
theme of "women and social sciences"  and to reprint the papers in the journal
"Good Newsr'. brought out to coincide with Women's Day on 8 March.
A second cycle is to be held this year, retaining the same interdisciplinary
character. Further details can be obtained from Susan Baker. Gloria Bartoletti
or Maureen  Cain.
Usefuladdress: Istituto Universitario  Europeo
Via della Badia dei Roccettini
50016 San Domenico di Fiesole. FlorenceTornen of Europe no. 39 - 15 Januaryll5 March t5
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Januarl-Ses s i on  The new members of  the  European Commission took
office early in January L985 and Parliament asked the
incoming President, Jacques Delors. to outline the plan of action for his four
year mandate. Mr. Delors' address was followed by a debate and a vote -  not
quite on a par with a vote of confidence as given by a national parliament  to
its government, but it has an important symbolic value all the same.
Some MEPs complained that no specific measures had been mentioned in this
guideline speech, but President Delors announced that a working programme for
1985 would be presented to Parliament iri March.
Mr Delors outlined therrmeansrras well as the "ends" in every domain of Com-
munity lif e,  from agriculture to  monetary policy and environment. Belgian
Socialist Raymonde Dury pointed out that no mention had been made of policy
in favour of women: the speech had touched on measures to promote equality
but had not gone into any detail" Mr Delors will certainly be questioned on the
subject during the March debate on the 1985 working programme"
Parliament  welcomed Mr Delorsrs statements on a dialogue between institutions.
particularly in the light of the changes which, Parliament hopes, will prevent
the Council of Minister from ignoring proposals put forward by the Commission.
In Mr Delors the MEPs noted a twofold concern: to give Europe credibility in
the eyes of its own citizens and to the outside world, and to reinforce its
unity. In  the economic field,  he looks for  a  genuine ef f ort  to  achieve
t'coherencett (rather than t'convergencett,  the term usally used). In matters of
principle. too. he hopes to  achieve this by  progress towards institutional
reform. Mr Delors expressed his views clearly ("we should go beyond the Treaty
of  Rome") but cautiously (in the hope that we shall avoid the "dogmatic
opposition'r that provides a pretext for doing nothing).
Encouraging words for  Parliament were prderred from another source during
the session. Mr Andreotti. Italian foreign minister and President of the Council
of  Ministers for the first half of  1985, reiterated his resolve to work for the
success of  his institutional initiative and clear up the budget diff erences
between himself and the Council of  Ministers. He spoke at length of Europers
role towards the rest of the world. in security and other matters. He trusted
that Europe would no longer be silent in the dialogue on disarmament between
the world powers and that it  would take the initiative in the Middle East.
During an emergency debate on tgrilM.  Parliament denounced  international
terrorism and called on  Member States to  take joint action against such
alliances. Certain MEPs abstained from voting, including the Rainbow group
which did not want to encourage the creation of a "European legal staterr.
Febr-ttar')' 
-Sess 
ion  At a formal session. European Parliament was visited by
Israeli  President Chaim Herzog. following Egyptian
President Sadat and King Hussein of Jordan.
Mr Herzog pointed to European Parliament as an example to the [est of the
world in  the way that peace has been brought to  Europe among countries
formerly at war. He expressed the hope that a similar dialogue with his Arab
counterparts might some day be set up in a comparable forum.p.E Yonnn of Europe no. 39 - 15 January/I5 Uarch t5
Even Sor the prospects today as described by Mr Herzog are not very
encouraging. Although he paid homage to the vision displayed by President
Sadat, he was highly critical of the other Arab countries which has been so
unreceptive to offers of  peace and which had done nothing to  help the
Palestinian people find a homeland.
Mr Herzog appealed to  the Community to  take due account of  Israelrs
economic problems, since the EEC is its largest export market.
Following the murder of a general in France and an industrialist in Germany,
European Parliament held another debate on terrorism. Francesco Forte,
Italian Minister for European Affairs, reported on decisions that had been
reached in Rome only the previous day at the "political cooperation'r meeting
of  foreign ministers. The Ten are to step up their cooperation to combat
terrorism, without detracting from the freedom of  movement of  Community
citizens. Lord Cockfield, European fonrnissioner, quoted the statement issued
af ter the summit meeting of industrial nations in London in  1984 and the
agreement between France and Germany on an operations group to combat
terrorism, expressing the hope that it  would be followed by many other
agreements of this kind.
During the same session, Parliament approved a  resolution calling for  a
celebration on 8 May, the anniversary of V-E Day that marked the end of the
second world war in  Europe. It  expressed its  hope that the European
Community would be only the first step towards unification of the European
continent (tfre Communists  voted against the resolution, as did some of the
Socialists). Discussions became very lively when it  was announced that
President Reagan would be visiting Parliament on 8 May.
The scheduling of an informal meeting of  ministers responsible for women's
status to  mark &f@  sparked off  another debate. A
Parliamentary inter-group statement (signed by Ien van den Heuvel for the
socialists, Rika de Backer for  the European Peoplers Party, Maria Lisa
Cinciari-Rodano  for  the Communists, Robert Battersby for  the European
Democrats and Christian de la Maldne for the European Democratic  Alliance)
welcomed the meeting, although it also voiced some criticisms and demands.
For example, it  called for: replacement of the informal meeting by annual
sessions of the Council of  Ministers; the implementation  and application of
existing directives, including the directive on the principle of equal treatment
for men and women in social security; immediate steps by the Council of
Ministers on the procedure for adopting proposed directives on parental leave
and leave for family reasons, equal treatment for  self-employed men and
women, including those working in agriculture, and equal treatment for men
and women in occupational social security schemes.
Parliament also urged that: work be launched on a new Community Programme
of Action on the promotion of equal opportunities for women; checks be made
on the application of the 1982-85 Programme of Action; the recently adopted
positive Programme of Action for women be brought into effect (backed, of
course, by legislation to introduce positive action); and that proposals be made
in the field of  taxation and vocational training. International Youth Year
might well provide an opportunity for  ad hoc schemes to  counteract
unemployment  among girls.Vomen of Europe no. 30 - 15 t{ovember  84115 January 85 p.9
The Parliamentary Committee on Women's Rights has been pressing on with its
work under the chairmanship of  Marlene Lenz (Germany, European People's
Party). At a meeting held in Brussels in late January, the Committee  con-
sidered guidelines for the administration  of the European Social Fund. In the
course of a discussion  fbllowing a statement  made by Mr Bachy on behalf of
the Parliamentary  Committee on Social Affairs and Employment, the Commit-
tee members returned to the subject of imbalance in the management of the
Fund and how it  works against the interests of women (only a third of the
projects supported relate to  women). They also deplored the lack of
information available and the administrative complexities which serve to
discourage the submission of schemes by women.
Referring to the Memorandum drawn up by the Commission  on equal treatment
between men and women in tax matters, the Committee decided to appoint a
Parliament has an essential role to
play. British MEP Margaret Daly (European Democrats) was given this respon-
sibility, while the Dutch Socialist, Ien van den Heuvel, was asked to draw up
an "own-initiative reportrr on violence against women.
At a meeting held in late February, the Committee  exchanged views with Mr
Conti-Persini, Italian Secretary of State, acting on behalf of the President of
the Council of Ministers. He reiterated his intention that the Council's agenda
ffi  the adoption of  the three directives now on the
Council's desk. Many questions were raised by Committee members, and the
meeting was wound up by the chairman, Marlene Lenz. saying that women may
be impatient but they can also be relied on to persevere.
It was the first time that the Committee had met Alois Pfeiffer, q9q!Uj919n-
er responsible for employment and social_ affairs. He said that his first visit to
thFommiitee  was only the start of what he hoped would be close cooPera-
tion with European  Parliament. There is consensus within the Commission, he
declared, on treating equal opportunities  as one of the priorities.
In the broad-ranging  discussion that followed, the MEPs briefed the Com-
missioner about their concerns and he in turn gave details of the Commission's
efforts. For example, he said that there was to be a meeting with the media
early in summer to take a joint look at changing attitudes.
The Committee then continued with its own work, which included the report
on violence against women and giving its view on guidelines for the European
Social Fund.
TIIE @[JRT OF  JUSTICE
Collective agreements not enough Denmark has lost a case before the Court
of  Justice of  the European  Communities
because it  has not aligned its law with the EEC directive establishing  the
principle of equal pay for men and women workers. The case had been re-
ferred to the Court of Justice by the Commission. In its defence, the Danish
Government pointed out that equal pay is achieved by collective agreement
rather than law. 'tWhat about the people who work in small firms and have no
such collective agreement?r' asked the Court. The law must be changed and it
must clearly state that there will be equal pay 'rfor work of equal value".
t--
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RENDEZ-VOUs IN NAIROBI
A  debate has been held in the Folketing (Danish Parliament) on the
conference. International Decade for Women and the forthcoming  Nairobi
Eight of the parties represented in the Folketing had called for a debate on
the preparations taking place in Denmark for the UN conference to be held in
Nairobi and follow-up action on Denmarkrs own plan for the Decade since 1980.
The Minister of State opened by saying that women had made their voices
heard more clearly during the Decade, and that the Government  was in favour
of pressing on with UN efforts to improve women's lot. He pointed out that
Denmark had ratified the agreement on ending discrimination  against women.
In the debate that followed, it  became apparent that the parties were more or
less unanimous as to the need to do more for women in developing countries,
the vital  importance of  the Nairobi conference, including Forum '85, the
desirability of  providing more information in  Denmark and the fact  that
progress towards greater equality should not stop after the Nairobi conferences
marking the end of the UN Decade for Women.
The debate closed with a  resolution calling on the Government to urge the
United Nations to continue with its work at international,  regional and national
level to ensure that womenrs status does on improving after 1985. Women in
the  third  world should be  of f ered opportunities for  training, work and
involvement  in  the  decision-making process. Finally, it  was decided that
Denmark should draw up a  national plan of  action to  give women equal
opportunities in every field.
Concern in Belgium: the convention on eliminating discrimination against women
may not be adopted before the Nairobi meeting. The problem is the complexity
of 'the Belgian constitutional system: a a convention of  this kind has to  be
approved not  only by  the  national Parliament but  also by  the  regional
assemblies.
Why not a  second decade? Nationale Vrouwenraad (Dutch-speaking branch ol
Government the National Belgian Woments Council) may be asking the Belgian
to submit an official request to the United Nations.
Statistics making a distinction between men and women in the working world
are called for by the National Luxembourg  Women's Council. In the absence of
those statistics, it  is impossible to see how the Grand Duchy  comparc:,.
with other countries.
800 women's associations have responded to the appeal by Yvette Roudy,
Frerrchffien'sRighti:2,4ooquestionnaireshavealreadybeen
returned to the Ministry telling it about the expectations of womenrs groups in
matters of employment, education and health. The review of the decade that
France is to present in Nairobi will to a great extent draw on these replies.
women helping women _ilSenyg: the German women's Council -  Deutsche
Frauenrat -  has asked its members to make donations to its special account
lL9 39 94102 w\th the Deutsche Bank. The amount collected will be passed on
to women in Kenya. Another of the Council's schemes is to organize a working
party on "older women" in Nairobi, to focus on the problem as it arises in the
third world.
IlUornn of Europe no J9 - 15 Janrary/l5 Mareh 85
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FACTS, INSTITUTIOiF AI{) LAWS
AlO MILITANT ACTIVITIES
Dr Lise Thiry, voted 'Woman of the Year", is a professor of microbiology  at
Brussels Free University and department head at the Pasteur Institute. With her
team, she helped to isolate the AIDS virus and develop a method of screening
for  the infection. Founded by the French-speaking branch of  the National
Belgian Women's Council, the award was given by a jury of about 40 journal-
ists from a list of 22 nominees.
Useful address: Conseil National des fq4lnes- Belges (branche francophone)
la. Place Qu6telet. 1010 Bruss-els
The Zaire Erbassy in  Brussels has been headed by Ekyla Liyonda since
January. A 36-year'-old legal expert. she was formerly the Minister for Women's
Satus in her own country. Her post as ambassador to Belgium is particularly
important for economic as well as political and historical reasons.
Voting is eonpuloory in Belgium. and should remain so: this is the gist of a
joint release sighed by Lily Boeykens and Huberte Hanquet, presidents of
Nationale Vrouwenraad  and its French-speaking counterpart. Conseil National
des Femmes Belges respeclively  (National Belgian Women's Council). If  vgti!9
were to be opti6nal, tfre risk is that only the better informed and more highly
motivated women would exercise this civic right, point out the two presidents.
Usef ul
addresses
N.V.R. Middaoliinstraat  B. 10J0 Brussels
CNfB. ]a. Pla-cd Quetelet. -f0t0--ttmssels
At  the Sixth Internationel Festival of  Wornenrs Filns in Brussels early in
March,28 full-length films were shown. The hiqhlight of the festival, attended
by 28 women film-makers and actresses from 12 countries, was the discovery of
a new generation of women directors in France"
Useful address: Cin6libre / La Femme dans le cin6ma
L0. rue des Palais. 1010 Brussels
420 Belgian Frarrcs a day - about t7 - is the value of a wife and mother of
two, aecording to a judgment by the Antwerp Court of  Appeal awarding a
husband compensation following the death of his young wife in a road accident.
"Thuiswerkende  Ouder'r (the homebound  parentsr association) was pleased at the
courtrs acknowledgement of a housewif e's f inancial value, but pointed out that
an insuran"" complany pays 450 francs a day compensation for a car being off
the road.
Vie F6minine, a Christian movement for cultural and social action. has asked  us
to point out that the booklet on 'rmy pregnaney day to day" lWomen of Europe
no'37f was produced jointly with GERM (Groupe d'Etude pour une R6forme de
la M6decine -  medical ref orm study group). It  f ollows "Moi et la Maternit6"
("maternity  and mer'), a booklet citing many personal stories and raising issues
of great importance to the whole of the medical profession.
Usetut address: Vie F6minine, I11, rue de la Poste  l0l0
In the Socialist Party (French-speaking  branch), men are moving up to make
more room for women. It  has been decided that at least 20% of the member-
ship of all bodies, from grassroots to the top, should be women. At the latest
Socialisg congress, Viviane Jacobs was nominated permanent. delegate and
Raymonde Duiy as ehairman of the Interfederal Committee of SocialisL Women.
Useful address: Commission  Interf6d6rale  des Femmes Socialistes
LJ. boulevard  de I'Empereur.  -1000---Brussels
Brussels12  $omen of Europe no 79 - 15 Janrary/f5  March 85
The refural of an invitation to dimpr by Marijke van Hemeldonck, an MEP, has
been reprinted by the feminist magazine, Lilith. The organizers of a gala event
in honour of Benelux sent out an invitation ending with the words "a Benelux
dinner -  with ladiesr'. With ladies? Does this mean that Colette Flesch, the
then Luxembourg Foreign Minister. was merely tolerated in  a  men's club?
Would eaeh male quest be decked out with a lady like a pair of cufflinks? Are
ladies something one just takes for  granted, like parsley on new potatoes?
Firmly but with a smile, Marijke van Hemeldonek declined the invitation.
Useful address: Lilith, e/o Josrie Roymans" Huidevetterskaii 37, 9000 Ghent
Wonen and new teehnology is the topical issue in Belgium today, as it  is in
the rest of the European Community"
It  was the chosen theme of a seminar arranged by the Brussels Free Univer-
sity's Institute of Sociology, in liaison with the Centre Europ6en pour Bruxelles
and with the zupport of the Commission of the European Communities.
The questions raised were fundamental: what role do women play in the intro-
duction of eomputer technology?  Where do they come in? What strategies do
we need to achieve equal opportunities for men and women when introducing
new technology? Employers" unionists. sociologists  and educators enriched the
debate by contributing the benefit of their experience.
In winding up the seminar. MEP Raymonde Dury said that technical progress
could bring about social progress, but only if  we do not allow ourselves to be
overawed by the scale of ehange now taking place. To a great extent, com-
panies con control internal change, since they control their machines and how
they are used. The real problem lies not in machines but in the rigid way work
is organized. Should we not have a sort of "model collective labour agreementtr
at European level? Even so, women cannot be equal unless specific account is
taken of  them as a  target group when planning for  training in the new
technologies. Undoubtedly the bridge to be crossed is both psychological  and
technical.
Useful address: Institut de Socioloqie,  44 avenue Jeanneo I0l0  Brussels
Vocational guidance and training in corputer teehnology for vonpn under 25 is
the sub ject of a plan of action launched by Nationale Vrowenraad (National
Women's Council), which has applied for a grant from the European Social
Fund. Through the "women's mafia in the ministries'r (to use NVRts own words),
support has been obtained from the Belgian Government, but an application for
finant'ial aid is still being considered by the Flemish regional government.
Useful address: Nationale Vrouwenraad___Nederlandstalige  Afdeling
8o Middaglijnstraat, lQf0* Brussels
For wornen who are texeludedF from the con?uter uorld, "Femmes Pr6voyantes
Socialistes" has arranged a  48-hour course, free of  eharge, running from
November 1984 to  May 1985. The opportunity to learn and think has been
taken up by 400 women, divided into fourteen groups.
The reasoning was that the ability to use a micro may be an important point
in a job applicant's favour. Today, however, only l0% of those at  courses
leading to careers in computers and electronics are girls" On teaching staf fs,
only 25% of teachers going to retraining sessions are women, although they
account for  67% of  the teaching body in  primary edueation and 55% in
secondary education. In the same way, they make up only 5% of the buffs in
computer clubs.
Useful address: Femmes Pr6voyantes Socialistes, 52 rue 5t. Jean. 1000 BrusselsWornn of Europe no 59 - 15 Jaruary/I5 lt'larch 85 p. l,
trLiving conditions in Denmarktr is the title of a publication issued by the
Danish Statistical Office, from which it  appears that women are still doing the
bulk of work in the home even though three quarters have a job as well.
In 1983, 40% of women did three quarters of chores such as cooking,  house-
work, looking after the children, shopping, washing and small repairs, whereas
only one man out of a hundred did more than three quarters of the work in
the home.
Less than a quarter of household chores is done by 6O% of mamied men, while
only 2% of women do such a small proportion.
Women's workload has, however. lessened by comparison with the situation
revealed by a survey in 1976, when 54% (rather than 4O%) of women tackled
over three quarters of work in the home unaided. Similarly ,  68% of husbands
used to do less than a quarter of the chores, compared with 50% in 1981.
It is a slow process, but the trend does seem to be towards a fairer distribu-
tion of tasks within the family. Some observers, both men and women, link it
with the rise in the number of divorces. Out of 10.000 marriages  taking place
in 1950, ll% have now ended, while 22% of couples married for more than 20
years have now separated"
Wonpnrs participation in  the  political decision-making pnocess could be
extended by a recent decision by the Danish Government. In January 1985' the
Government  tabled a bill on giving fair consideration to women in nominations
for the members of committees,  commissions and other public bodies.
The bill stales that the minister in question must ensute that there is a proper
balance between men and women in  the  composition of  commissions or
committees set up to  improve regulations and in public agencies having an
important social role.
A reminder: the coalition Government  now in offiee in Denmark consists of the
Conservative Peoplets Party, Liberals, Democratic Centrists and Christian
People's Party.
Sirrce nen have been entitled to two weeksr puentd leave after the birth of a
child under a law that came into force in 1984, it has been observed that 2070
of new fathers have availed themselves of the right.
"We have not yet reached the same point as in Sweden, where half the fathers
take up parental leave entitlement but. given that our system is so new. it  is
surprising and gratifying so many men should be interested in the facility,"  says
Helle Degn, President of Ligestillingsrtdet  (Equal Opportunities Council).
Useful address; Ligestillingsrtdet
2I Frederiksgade.  1265
-cgp:llt-.9-ql
iWonen in Denmarkt is the title of a one-week seminar arranged by Det
Danske Selskab (the Danish Institute). Given in English, the event is to be held
in Copenhagen from 29 July to 3 August and it  is no coincidence that this
should be immediately after the Nairobi meeting.P. l4 Woren of Europe ne J9 - 15 Jaruary/f5  lt{arch 85
The main topics for the seminar are: women in positions of  responsibility;
violence and rape; feminism in the Establishment: is it  enough?; the law and
equality; women on the labour marketl feminist studies in Denmarkl women and
modern technology. The cost of the seminar is 3,200 Danish crowns, to include
accommodation, meals and local transport but not the eost of travel to Copen-
hagen. The deadline for applieations is l" June 1985.
"Danske Selskab" has been arranging seminars of this type for 35 yearso cover-
ing the broadest range of subjects music, the care of the elderly, arts and
crafts, town planning. etc.
Useful address: Det Danske Selskab 2 Kultorvet, 1175_ Copenhagen
(See p. l0 for the report of the Danish Parliament debate, in the section on
the Nairobi meeting).
Interesting  facts erd figures on woEtents enployment have been published in the
journal rrEconomie et  Statistiquer'. Between the I975 and 1982 censuses!  the
working population  expanded by 1.708,700, of  whom 264,500 were men and
Ir444r2OA wete women. This upsurge increased the proportion of women in the
working population from 37.3% in  1975 to  40.7% in  1982. In 1968, 44.6% of
women between the ages of 25 and 54 had a job; by 1975 this had increased
to 53.I% and by L982 to 63.5%.
The trends reflect the greater continuity in women's working lives" no doubt
promoted by the expansion of part-time employment: in 1975, only 15% of work-
ing women had part-time jobs, compasred with 19% in 1982 and 2I% in 1984.
The general growth in the working population is essentially  due to an increase
in the number of working women with one or two children. The 1982 census re-
vealed that L0% more mothers with one child were working than were recorded
in the 1975 censusl there were about I5% more mothers of two, exceeding  the
rate for childless women of the same age. This is why it  is difficult to make
direct links between the higher proportion of  women who work and the
declining nurnber of children per family.
In the curren! situation, it  is to the advantage of women that they tend to
work in the service sector, where employment is likely to rise in the medium-
and long-term. The proportion of  women is  increasing in  most occupations
except in agriculture and among blue-collar workers. A few figures: women
account for  33% of the self-employed  (retailers, craftsmen, heads of firms),
25% of management  and the professions, 4O% of 'tmiddle-'rank  executives", 72Yo
of office workers and 19% of blue-collar workers. Out of 100 working women
in the 25-49 age group, 77 work in the service sector, 21 in industry, l. in the
building industry and L in agriculture.
Source and  Agence Femmes Information
useful address: 21 rue des je0neurs, Paris
Voluntary terrninations of pregnancy were legalized by French Parliament ten
years ago and 500 public hospitals were required to open a s.ritable centre for
such operations,  although anly 42O have in fact done so.
Aecording to the latest official statistics, the nrmber of abortions in the first
quarter of  l9B4 (911556) was slightly less than in the previous year. Despite
the fears voiced by some people, the number of  premature births has not
increased 'rdue to  a  deterioration in the health of  women who have had
abortionsrr. Guite the contrary: the proportion of premature babies fetl from
8.2% to 5.6% over a ten year period between 1972 and L982.Wornen of Europe no J9 - 15 Jarruaryll5 March 85  P- 15
5- to l2-year-old boys ard girls and the corputer. As part of an experiment
conducted by CLEFI (Centre Lyonnais d'Etude et de Formation Informatique
the Lyons centre for computer research and training), children were asked to
say what they knew about computers and then to make up a story featuring  a
computer as a  hero. The little  story was then illustrated by computerized
images.
It  seems that boys have a broader and more detailed knowledge of computers
than girls of the same a9e; but girls are f ar more imaginative and inventive.
They have more ideas and their ideas are less stereotyped:  knowing less about
technical matters, they feel no obligation to stick to real-life, unlike boys. A
girl tends to make her computer-hero a cozy character. whereas a boy depicts
it  in a menacing, even destructive role. A girl puts the computer into a fairy-
tale setting, while a boy is more conventional in placing it in outer space"
rActions-femmestr  is a booklet published by the Ministry for Women's Rights to
publicize women's schemes thal strike an original note in terms of job trainingt
social integration, the services they provide and their economics. It  is a lively
account of- how a team is formed. seeks out funds and defines its aims' The
publication describes aboul a  hundred schemesr giving practical details and
addresses.
Useful address: Editions FORS. l-4 rue Saint-Benoit. 75005 Paris
fllomen and associations have been the subject of  several recent research
projects. Two figures illustrate the growth in women's associations:  from 34^69O 'in 
1978, the number apparently now stands at over 50.000!
out more about women's groups and organizations.  the reference to
is the Guide des Associations f6minines published by the Centre
dtlnformation  sur-le-Droits O-Js femmeG;Fiiced Fr.l5 (posuage paid).
address: CIDF. B.P, 47O-OB, 75366 Paris
To find
consJ lt
National
U sefu I
Issue II  of B€!"19P" h",  a  f eature on " Women and Associations",  describing
when and how -wofren started up associations in various sectors. Two main
types are identified: organizations providing a "setvicettand "plessure groups"'
ln'me spirit of .the magazine" a good deal of space is devoted to the historical
background, such as the- tradition of associations within the church, associations
and feminism, new areas in which groups are being formed and the influence of
woments networks.
Useful address: Pdn6lope, 54 boulevard Raspail. 75
A report has also been produced by Sylvie Fayet Scribe reviewing research on
rAssociations and  Womenr'. It  covers bibliographical  research in  various
disciplines,  listing the main projects and giving a section on bibliographical
references. The report is available from:
Useful address: Service des Etudes du Ministdre de la Culture
2 rue Jean Lantier' 75001 Paris
The other half of the sky: this is what the chinese call women" The image is
topical,  for on B February a commercial flight was flown by an all woman
crew. The chief pilot on Air-Inter flight 015 was Anne Marie Peltier. and her
eo-pilot, technical officer and three hostesses were also women" The passengers
were not told that they were being flown by women until they arrived. but
then they broke out in aPPlause.
Lieutenant Isabelle Boussaert has received her military pilot's licence for
liaison and transport aircraft from the Defence Minister in person, although her
licence still does not allow her to fly combat aircraft'
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nWidown: this designation is used in many official certificates and documents.
In reply to a question raised by Jacquqs Durand in Parliament, the Minister for
Women's Rights said there are'rno legal or statutory grounds for so doing and
it  may cause pain to the women concerned". Habits die hard, however. even
though Government  departments have already been enjoined by two ministerial
circulars 'rnot to include any particulars or designation in documents that might
detract from the anonymity to which all individuals are entitled in their deal-
ings with other partiesrr. Minister Yvette Roudy also said that a new circu lar
is to be issued on "respecting  women's civil status and private life by ceasing
to attach qualifying particulars to their names in administrative  documents'r.
Fewer worpn recruits for military serviee. In 1983, 4,797 girls applied to join
the armed services, 757 of whom were selected. In 1984, the rumber applyinq
was only 4,265, whereas IrO77 were in fact recruited. The Gendarmerie, the
police force which is part of the armed services,  seemed to have been most
affected' with a 25.7% drop in women applicants compared with the average of
-I2.5%. The only arm to have attracted more applicants than before was the
navy, with a 25.7% increase.
Jacques Isnard, military affairs correspondent for  Le Monde, observes that
"many servicewomen have reason to complain of this world. created as it  is by
men for men. Most have passed the same tests and examinations at the same
age as their male superiors, but the ranks and duties to  which they are
confined give them no scope for real responsibility."
The position of uromen in religians institutions is being changed as much by
thought as by acLion. The group known as "Femmes et Hommes dans I'Eglise"
("women and men in the Church"), for example, has held a colloquium on the
feminization  of  language and its  ethical and religious implieations. The
proceedings have now been published in the association's  journal (N" 19/20).
Useful address: Femmes et Hommes dans ltEglise
58, rue de la Pr6voyanee. 1000 Brussels
Entitled 'rles Femmes dans I'Eglise" ("Women in the Church"), a report is been
produced by Monique Hebrard on lay missions within the Church performed by
women, who work as diocesan instructors in catechism, chaplains in lyc6es and
hospitals, .episcopal curates. teachers of theology, etc. Published by Editions Le
Centurion/Le Cerf.
Feminism and Pacifism was the s-rbject of a colloquium in Paris last November
organized by "R6sistance  Internationale  des Femmes h la Guerre" ("women's
international resistance to  war"). The proceedings were published early this
year. The ideas aired there included; "Humans are the only species capable of
self-destrucLionr'(Odette Thibault);rrThere is no just war. Other solutions  rnr:st
be f ou nd f or con f lict, not weapons which merely trigger off an escalation  of
violence'r (Solange Fernex); "Women must be alent citizens and not allow the
military to govern our societyr' (Andr6e Michel).
Useful address: R.I.F.G. BP 265, 75960 Paris Cedex 20
In the French Csmmunist  Party. Gisble Moreau has been put in charge of the
Party's activities in the field of women's affairs and family policy. Together
with Mireille Bertrand, Francette Lazard and Madeleine Vincent, she is one of
the four women on the 25-member regulatinq body.
Training during working hanrs? An insurance company"  UAP. whose chairman is
Yvet,te Chassagne, has arrived at an original solution: its 101000 employees
(60% of whom are women) may use the company's  31000 VDU terminals for an
hour a week to study mathematics. French or aecounting or for further study
in the insurance field. The courses were requested by 8.000 of the staff; the
time allocation is about to be extended to three hours a week.tbren of Eurqe no J9 - 15 Janrary/I5 lvhreh 1985 P. t7
AR extra ltlr000 million Deutschmark allocation is to go towards family policy
from I  January 1986. The figure was quoted by Dr Heiner Geissler. Federal
Minister for Youth, the Family and Health, during a Bundestag debate on policy
in  favour of  women" The Minister emphasized right from the start of  his
speech that the Government is gearing its action to make womenrs working
lives more compatible with their family responsibilities.
He publicly thanked all those committed women who have brought the problem
of battered wives out into the open and confirmed that funds were to  be
granted for battered women's hostels under an agreement  between the central
and local authorities and the voluntary bodies coneerned.
In  this Parliamentary f oru m, Dr Geissler also raised the issue of  sexual
harrassment.  Physical molestation and sexual innuendoes can no longer be
dismissed as "mere triflestt: women at the receiving end must be fully aware of
their rights. A better briefing of  the police, the courts and the medical
profession would lead to  greater understanding  of the kind of  harrassment
directed against women.
Useful  Pressedienst
address: Kennedyallee
Fqlr million women work part-time, and 250,000 unemployed women are seeking
part -time jobs. The Parliamentary Committee on labour and social af f airs is
well aware of the problem and has arranged a public hearing on the zubject.
The Social Democrat (SPD) group has expressed its concern at a Government
bill promoting part-time work and leaving broad scope for negotiation between
employers and workers. According to  SPD lrzPs, steps should be  taken
immediately to offset the inadequacy of social protection for part-timers.  Many
women. for example, earn less than the minimum wage. DM )90, at which they
qualify for social security benefits.
Useful  Bundestagausschuss flir Arbeit und Soziales
address: Bundeshaus" 5100 Bonn I
Higher edueation: the proportion of girls in higher education has fallen back
from 40.4% in 19Bl to 37"8% in 1984. Dr Dorothee Wilms, Minister for Science
and Training, is worried about this trend and has called on girls not to lose
heart: they should opt for university and give consideration to  courses in
natural seience, technology or computers" By staying in the traditional branches
of learning and shunning seience and technology" girls are taking a path that
may lead to unemployment.
Useful address: Bundesministerium fiir Bildung und Wissenschaft
Postfach. !200. . -Be,n1t_.  2
Too rnreh overtirre is worked in the retail trade, is a f inding of a survey
conducted by Bremen University. In supermarkets, one out of three full-time
and one out of four part-time women staff work on Saturdays. They are given
time off  in lieu. but this often has to be taken at inconvenient moments
without consideration for their family lives.
fhn are charqing, aceording to an INFAS $rvey. They are more likely than in
1975 to be involved, in deeisions on major purchases for the home (in 9 cases
out of  10) and on the education of their children (the decision is reached
jointly by 75% of eouples).
Useful address: Institut fiir angewandte Sozialwissenschaften INFAS
Postfaeh 5100 Bonn 2
des Bundesminister ftir Jugend, Familie und Gesundheit
105-107, 5J00 Bonn 2p. l8 Wornn of Europe no 79 - 15 Jarrrary/f5 March 85
Working with the eonputer et hore is a matter of concern for women members
of the Christian Democrat  Union (CDU), Are women to be ehained to the com-
puter keyboard, as they were to the treadle of a sewing machine in the l9th
century?- As of  this time, there are barely a hundred or so instances of
teleworking jobs in West Germany. but a warning has already been sounded
regarding the danger of isolation. The primary reason why a woman works is
money, but the second is the company and companionship that working lif e
brings. t'Do we want to work in an electronie convent?" asked someone at the
public debate organized by the CDU womenrs association.
Unless women are informed about. new technologies, unless girls learn to "play"
wiLh computers at school as do boys. they will face the threat of men program-
ming women as well as the machines.
Useful address: CDU-Frauenvereinigung " Konrad-Adenauer-Hause.
Banning teleworking  altogether. on the other hand. is the idea of the women
members of the Social Democrats  (SPD), who are supporEed in this respect by
various groups of self-employed  women. They feel that the plan for a new tele-
eommunications cable network covering the whole country will give employers
an opportunity to  decentralize work and employ more people working on
[erminals in their own homes.
The Chairman of SPD, Inge Wettig-Danielmeier,  fears that women will suffer
from isolation, the lack of social protecLion, the absence of union solidarity
and disruption to  family life  -  all  good reasons for  standing out against
possible slavery in the home.
Useful address: Arbeitsgemeinschaft  sozialdemokratischer  Frauen
Ollenhauerstr. I  53OO Bonn I
In public sector enployment, the proportion of women recruited has dropped
from 54.6% in 1981 to 42"2% in 1984 Recent legislation also gives priority to
people (i.e. men) who have done military service when recruiting teachers.
whereas no accounL is taken of a year's voluntary social work, nor indeed of a
woman teacherrs  preqnancy.  Several regional governments have adopted "Frauen
fdrderungspldne  (women's advancement plans) to reverse the trend by rethinking
recruitment,  promotion and working conditions to fit  in better with women's
needs: they are the Ldnder of Biemen" Hamburg, North Rhineland/Westphalia
and Schleswig-Holstein.
A new law on parentd leave has been tabled by the Federal Minister for the
Famity, under which a DM.600 allowanee  would be given f or 10 months to
whichever parent gives up his or her job to care for a newly born or newly
adopted child. Social security and unemployment  insurance contributions would
be paid out of the public purse during this period. and the parent would be
guaranteed his or her job back, One new f eature is that women not having a
job outside the home would benefit from this law on a par with women in paid
employment.
Useful address: Bundesministerium ftir Jugend. Familie und Gesundheit
Kennedyallee  105-107 5100 Bonn 2
Positive discrimination  at Harburg University: if  an equally well qualified man
and woman apply f or a position as prof essor al the University, the woman is
more likely lo be chosen. A regular progress report is to be issued, and the
procedure is to be monitored. At Berlin free University" as a result of the
introduction of a quota, 33% af the professorships are to go to women in 1985.
Useful addresses:
UniversitHt Hamburg. Pressestelle.  Edmund-Siemers-Allee  2000 Hamburq.36
Freie Universitdt Blrlin, Pressestelle,  10,00, .q9f{i,l "DiRlen
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Scveral lawg to ln?rove the etatus of wsnpn have been passed by Greek Parlia-
ment, satisf actorily dealing with various problems not covered by the recent
revision of  the Civil Code. Although the laws uses the term "spouse" or
rrparentrr withorit specif ying sex, the main beneficiaries of the new provisions
are women .
On the subject of insurance, Law 1469184 states that a spouse who, after a
divorce, is left totally uninsured may obtain the same protection from the
insurance company as he ot she previously enjoyed, subject to very minor
administrative  and financial eonditions.
On the srbject of tax, Law 747t/84 provides that a flat rate srm may be
ffirningstocoverthecostofcaringforchildrenunder
5, without having to produce invoices. In principle, this concession is given
to working mothers, but it  is also available to widowed or divorced fathers
responsible for the care or custody of children living with them.
In the health sector, Law 1489/84 gives women who have been unfairly dis-
ffiorpregnancytherighttoreturntotheirjobsinthe
same grade as before. Since no restriction of this kind exists in the case of
men, t-he Government felt that it  was discriminatory  to treat women in $.|ch
a way.
On the Sex Ecpality Conmittee (Symvoulio Isotitas ton Dio Filon), the Primb
Minister has ended the mandate of three members and appointed three new
members: man: Mrs M. Haritou-Fatourou,  Professor at Thessalonica  University,
Helen Hiotis, President of the Petra women farmers' cooperative (Lesbos) and -
a man - John Koulaxisr lawYer.
The three women coming to the end of their term of of f ice are population
expert Haris Hymeonidou-,  educator D. Saltouridou and woman farmer Helen
Hatzisotiriou.
One of  the Committee's ectivities has been to plan several pilot sehemes
promoting the advancement  and financial independence of women and to apply
ior European Social Fund grants on their behalf. Many of these schemes  are
joint efforts started up by women farmers.
Useful address:Symvoulio Isotitas ton Dio Filon, Mousseou 2, Plaka, 10555 Athens
A eyrposium on 'woEEn and the tr&diterraneant under the auspices of the
Greei Minirtry of Culture has been organized jointly by the French, Italian and
Spanish Institutes in  Athens, in  conjunction with the French Institute  in
Barcelona and the centre for Studies on Meditertanean women.
How should the social, legal and occupational status of  women in the 17
countries bordering the Meditertanean be defined? What are the problems today
and in the near f-uture? What policies and strategies  shculd be introduced? The
views exchanged by the many personalities and experts who came to Athens for
the oecasion were very illuminating.
Feature films as well as documentaries were shown in the symposium as a
striking illustration of the living eonditions of women on the shores of the
Mediterranean  today.
Those who met at the French Institute expressed the keen hope that they
wcr-rld meet again next year in Barcelona.p. 20 Worcn of Europe no 39 - 15 Jarrrsryll5 l4arch 85
llousewives who are members of  the Greek housewivesrassociation. Syllogos
Etlinidas Nikokyras, have held their second conf erence two years after the
hiqhly successful event that launched the series.
This time discussions centred on points 76 and Bl of the resolution passed by
European Parliament on women's status on 17 January 1984. The main themes
of the debate were recent developments in the economic and social rights of
women who choose to stay at home" and the effects of running the home and
doing domestic chores on those women's mental health" Many representatives of
women's organizations and political parties in Greece and Cyprus gathered at
the venue, the European Communities Information Office in Athens..
In an introductory speech, the chairman of the association pointed otrt that the
European Parliament  resolution had marked the first occasion at European level
when housewives had been treated as working women, She also said that. with
the recent creation of the European Federation of Women in the Home, house-
wives from several European countries could now work elosely together to
press their claims.
Mrs Laiou .  Chairman of the Sex Equality Committee " stated firmly that the
Government was opposed to the idea of a tthousewifets  wagett. A measure of
this kind, she explained, would discourage  women from entering the labour
market and make them even more dependent then before.
The delegates who had come from Cyprus pointed out that 'rthere is something
worse than being a homebound woman: it  is being a woman without her home'r
(alluding to the consequences of the invasion of their island by Turkish armed
forces in 1970.
The resolution passed at the end of the meeting called for various amendments
to the law, reeognition of the housewifers right to a pension, a scientifieally
conducted study to assess the eeonomie and social value of domestic work and
in-depth research on any negative effects of housework on the mental health
of housewives in Greece. The conclusions were then brought to the attention
of individual political parties, asking them to make their views known within a
reasonable  period,
Useful address: Syllogos Ellinidas Nikokyras 18. Fidiou 106 78 Athens
Wornen and dnrgs was the subject tackled by Panhelladiko Kinima Gynekon
the Pan-Hellenic women's movement - at a conference of doctors. psychologists,
jurists and others.
Among the points diseussed were the role of  the family in general and. in
particu lar,  relationships between parents and children in  the prevention of
drugs and during periods of crisis, covering the defence mechanisms that could
be used to cope with the crises that inevitably arise when a young person
enters the adult world, helping him or her to avoid the trap of drug addiction.
The conference was the first public event to be organized by this fledgling
organization  which. according ito its statutes. was set up to help women find
their own identities and encourage them to play an active" genuine role in the
life of their society. Barely a year old. the movement - called PAKIGY for
short -  is to  take as its  ideals the preservation of  cultural heritage and
respect for tradition and the Orthodox faith. It  would welcome contaet with
other organizations  purzuing the same aims.
Useful address: Panhelladiko  Kinima Gynekon" Michael Nomikou t,  II2 5l AthensWorpn of ffrrope no ]9 - .l! Jaruary/f5 il,larch 85 p. 27
An aesociation fu  Greek fam'iliec has just been founded by people who are
already leaders of  womenls organizations,*-parent/teachers' associations.
consumer  groups. etc.
The new association has been set up along lines mapped out for  member
organizations of  COFACE (Conf6d6ration des Organisations Familiales de la
Communautdi Europ6enne). tts aim is to uphold the interests of families in the
soeial conditions of  today. The needs of  each f amily unit are to  be
reconsidered in the global context, the family being looked on as a socio-
economic nucleus as well as the basic institution of present-day  society.
Useful address: Syndesmos Ikogenion Elladas, Milioni 8. 106 7t  Athens
A  conprehensive  report on the position of wotnen in heland is planned by
Nuala Fennell. Minister for Womenrs Affairs. This will be the first srch over-
view since the Theckla Beere Report on the status of lrish women in 1970.
A npcitive action initiativen has also been taken by Nuala Fennell by sending
out guidelines on an equal opportunities policy to all semi-State and State
bodies, asking them. for example, to review procedures  and make recommenda-
tions on positive action. She has also instructed them to include a progress
report on that action in their annual reports.
Useful address: The Minister for Women's Affairs and Family Law Reform
Department of the Taoiseach,  Merrion Street- Qub!|1-2
The senral abuse of  children is a  matter of  concern for Barry Desmond"
Minister for Health. In 1981.36 children were taken into care because of
sexual abuse. The Minister has given a grant of f25.000 to the Irish Council
f or  Civil  Liberties to  investigate the problem, and its  working party is
expected to deliver its findings in LB monthsr time.
Useful address: Irish Council for Civil Liberties" Women's Group
Liberty Hall Dublin I
The rrrnser of rape eor?laints has risen sharply, points out the Rape Crisis
Centre, with twice as many women seeking its help in  1984 than in  the
previous year. The Centre has counselled JBO women, 275 of whom were rape
victims and 105 the victims of incest. Following an RTE Eelevision programme
on incest, the Centre received 4 phone calls that very evening and 6 more the
following day.
Useful address: The Rape Crisis Centre
2 Lower Pembroke Street,  Dublin 2
Co-edrcation, sex education and the elimination of sex-stereotyping in school
books have been recommended by the All-Party Parliamentary Committee on
Women's Rights.
The findings of the report were generally welcomed by women's  organizations
and parents, and a sex education programme could be on the curriculum of all
primary and secondary schools within L2 months.p. 22 Worcn of Europe no J9 - 15 Janrary/f5 i&rch S5
A eharge of bigamt against her husband by a Dublin woman, Eileen Vard,
been struck out by the Principal State Solicitor, since the only witness for
prosecution  could not be compelled to give evidence.
Mr Vard obtained an ecclesiastical  ann:lment from the Catholic Church in 1975
and mamied another woman in 1977, although neither signed the ehurch register
after the ceremony.
The case highlights the anomalous position of State and Church law in ireland
on the issue of marriage. Eileen Vard's case has been taken to the European
Court of Human Rights in Strasbourg.
Ireland liberalizes eontraception -  By g3 votes to  80, the Dail has
passed a  law authorizing the sale of
contraceptives  to persons over age. Up to now, only married couples were
allowed to obtain natural or chemical  contraceptives.
Premier Fitzgerald has hinted that he intends to table new reforms, to
include divorce.
Wonpn in Srnall BusirpEs - the Sueeess Factor. Admission was free to a one-
day conferenee on this theme organized by the Office of the Minister of State
for Womenrs Affairs, held at the Irish Management Institute on I  February.
The conferenee provided information, advice and enc,ouragement to women who
intend to set up their own businesses. One highly qualif ied speaker was Rona
Feitr an American lawyer who was Executive Director of  the President's
Interagency Task Force on Women Business Owners in the late 70s before
becoming the first head of the Of fice of  Womenrs Business Ownership -  no
sinecure. since no fewer than 2.8 million women-owned businesses were
registered in 1980.
Useful address: The Minister for Women's Affairs and Family Law Reform
Department of the Taoiseach, Government Buildings" Dublin 2
ng the 8th ltthrch InternaLional Wornen's Day  is widely
other celebrated in ltaly. More than in any
community country, women there band together to force society to stop
and think for a moment. Every woman puts a ring around the day in her
diary and every wornenrs association arranges its programme - for the 8th
March is both a festival and a time for questioning.
"A long 8 March," the press called it, not inaptly. so many events are set up in ltaly that a single day is no longer enough. For example, the
'rcommissione Nazionale per la  tealizzazione della pariti  fra  uomo e
donna" (national committee  f or equality between men and women) met
Fausta Deshormes-La Valle, head of the Womenrs Information Service at
the European Commission, on 5 March. Then there was a presentation  of the womenrs code, a compilation of all the laws relating to women in
Italian law. The day of the 8th was then celebrated right up to the 27th
and 28th March. with an inter-governmental seminar on parental leave and
ereches.
The national committee for equality also took the initiative in arranging
for Italian television to put on a "Women's special" on B March. The
broadcast  was a technical feat: a live - and lively - four*rour marathon.
has
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It  featured songs of course, and news on everything that is going on in
the legal world in Italy and at Community level, plus a two-way link with
the women who are taking a stand against the mafia in Sicily and a
report on the forthcoming  meeting in Nairobi. In the studio was Annamaria
Miglio, the first woman police chief ("questore") in Italy, more specifically
in Terni, an industrial town in Unbria.
This TV programme made an extraordinary impact. But, at the same time,
not a single top job in ltalian radio/television, RAI, is held by a woman!
The 8th was also an opportunity to reflect on certain statistics: at top
management  level in the public sector there are 41865 men and t94
women. At the very top there are 547 men and J  women" Within the
nationalized industryrs "autonomousfr sector, there are I,L97 men and 26
women at senior management  level.
A change in the Constitution  has been called for by Senator Elena Marinucci
on behalf of the Commissione Nazionale per la realizzazione della parilA fra
uomo e  donna, the equality eommittee that advises the Premier and his
department.  Aldo Bozzi, who chairs the committee on constitutional reform on
which both Chambers are represented, has rejected her demand, including the
zuggested change to article 2 of the Constitution in which Senator Marinucci
would have liked the term "rights of man" to be chanqed to I'rights of the
persontf  .
Useful address: Commissione  nazionale per la realizzazione della paritA fra
uomo e donna, Presidenza del Consiglio, Palazzo Chigi' Rort1-"
Institutional reform in  a  changing society was the subject chosen by the
Consiglio Nazionale delle Donne Italiane - the Italian National Women's Council
- for its IJth triennial meeting in Milan.
The viewpoints expressed by the representatives of womenrs organizations that
are members of the Council converged in that the reform of political and
institutions was seen as an urgent priority: in any zuch reform there should be
due regard for both the needs of Italian soeiety and the new outlook for
Europe.
By  its  very nature, the  debate showed that  women's assoeiations are
particularly well placed to air and disseminate  ideas thrown up by women and
to bring pressure to bear on parliamentary bodies in Italy.
Silvia Moravia, chairman of  the Couneil, and its  secretary general, Sofia
Spagnoletti, were to amange for the discussions at the meeting to be written
up ind published so that they could be used as a basis for a forthcoming one-
d'ay seminar at which practieal proposals could be formulated for transmission
to N4Ps. One of the ideas to be investigated was advanced by an expert on the
Constitution,  Anita Garibaldi Jallet: why not modify the powers of the Lower
House so  that  it  could view Italian problems in  a  direetly European
perspective?
Useful address: CNDI. c/o Maria Sofia Lanza Spagnoletti, Segretaria Nazionale
Plazza dei &ririti t, OOI92 Rome
Can a woman be a iudge in eqlrt martials? The idea
to Nuccia Ruta di Andria, a judge in the civil courts
for the position, Despite objections (that she had not
was not an officer), she obtained the srpport of Vito
national association of military magistrates.
did not seem far-fetched
in Vigevano, who applied
done national service and
Maggi, a member of thep. 24 Woren of Europe no 59 - 15 Jarrraryll5 March 85
The Sixth Socialist Wonenrs eonvention was dominated by two themes: paving
the way for the elections and the bill on sexual violence.
Speaking on the first of these two subjects. the Vice-Secretary of the ltalian
Socialist Party. Claudio Marelli, QdVa assurances that the Party as such would
support women when drawinq up lists of candidates for the May elections for
municipal, provincial and regional bodies. The Party would ensure that women
candidates are t'usefully'r placed, with at least one woman high enough in each
eleetoral list to guarantee her election.
Discussing the sexual violence bill  which, at the time of the convention. had
gone through the Chamber of Deputies but was still before the Senate, Elena
Marinucci persuaded the convention to pass a resolution calling for substantial
amendments" such as arrangements to permit women's organizations to  be a
party to  every stage of criminal proceedings and the automatic initiation of
proceedings  by the authority in all crimes of sexual violence.
Useful address: Partito socialista italiano, Sezione Femminile
Via del Corso 475  00185 Roma
Woman and reconciliation was the title  of  a series of  eneounters in  Milan
Cathedral as part of a 'rschool of the word". Singing, commentaries on biblical
passages and silent prayer alternated with discussions led by Cardinal Carlo
Maria Martini. As a counterpart to the style if  not the spirit of the rest. the
strong voiee of Father David Maria Turoldo rang out to the cathedral raf ters
proclaiming that "women are the highest point of creationr'.
In Palermo, it  was Cardinal Pappalardo who opened discussions on "women and
theology". Those attending (French. Italian. Belgian^ Spanish and German
women) considered such sub jects as women and bib lical  knowledge, moral
theology and the theology of  the Trinity. and women in the history of  the
Catholic Church.
Useful address: Fondazione Costanza Scelfo Barberi, c/o Facolte di Teologia
Corso Vittorio Emanuele 45J, 9OI34 Palermo
Women, Parliament and Society - "Donne- Parlamento e Societa is the title of
a new magazine produced by the inter-parliamentar,y  qroup bf women elected
on the ltalian Communist Party ticket. The group was set up about a year ago
to  establish new relationships between women and institutions and between
women in elected of f ice within institutions and women in society in general"
Known by the abbreviation D p & s, the magazine is intended to be just as
interesting to women who do not (yet) vote for the Italian Communist Party as
those who do.
Useful address: D p & s" Piazza Campo Marzio 42  00187 Rome
lUomen, the unions and new technology: at the Florence Centro Studi (research
centre), a seminar was arranged by Coordinamento  Femminile CISL (the Italian
trades union federation's coordination  agency for women unionists) on the ways
in whieh women's lives and work are being changed by the computer"
It  is not just the volume of work available which coneerns the unions but the
very nature of this work. its organization and its inf luence on everyday lif e.
Those attending the seminar expressed their resolve that the unions should
monitor the current restructurinq  process to ensure that women do not zuffer.
Quite the opposite, in fact. Women should take advantage of the ciriumstances
by redefining their own ideas and reshaping their own role in the society of
tomorrow, for example by pressing for positive action.
Useful address: Coordinamento femminile CISL. Via po 21"  RomeWospn of Europe no 59 - 15 Janrary/f5  lvlarch 85 p. 25
The ,head of hqrseholdi allowance must be paid to married women as well as
married men working in  the private sector, according to  a  ru ling by the
Luxembourg court of  arbitration, if  they satisfy the same conditions for
entitlement to thal allowance.
The judgment implies that this allowance  shou ld be paid retroactively over the
five years before the date of first bringing the ease. Very few women have
taken their case to the courts and a fair nurnber of employers  have already
come to an arrangement with married women in their firms.
Mllitary history has been made in Luxembourg,  with six women trainees from
the police force and five  from the gendarmerie passing out as officers
following their time at the Luxembourg Army's instruction centre.
A new wofilents centre has been inaugurated by the Women's Liberation  Move*
ment. Just a few steps away from Luxembourg station and much more spacious
than beforeo the centre will give the Movement the premises it  needs for a
phone-in service. a meeting place for groups and the kind of legal. social and
medical services that women need, The centre is also a  f orum f or working
parties and think-tanks on sch subjects as women and the working world ot
women and peace.
Useful address; Maison des Femmes - MLF
66, rue de Hollerich" !g1ggp-o_tg_9_-Ga19
Fictitious separation by canples was the subject of a Parliamentary questlon
raised by Astrid Lulling. Couples who separaLe purely for  convenience ate
taking advantage of the "splitting" system - in other words. they pay tax on
only 50% of their income, whereas unmarried people pay tax on their entire
income.
In his reply. the Finance Minister stated that living apart does not aff ect the
legal existence of a marriage, nor by consequenee the ealegory of tax appli-
cable. This category applies to married couples, and couples who are separated
but still married in the eyes of the law are entitled to opt for whichever tax
arrangement is more favourable.
The Minister acknowledges. however, that there is a  great temptation for
childless two-income couples to  simulate separation by setting up separate
homes, thus avoiding the higher rate of tax to which they would be liable were
they to be taxed jointly" There are about a hundred known cases in Luxem-
bourg. The tax  authorities are reluctant to  be too nitpicking, but the
Government intends to plug these loopholes as they are in conf lict with lhe
principle of equality in tax matters.
A wage for one's spaJse was the zubject of another question by Astrid Lulling
in  Pailiament. Ineome tax  legislation states (art. 46.,  that rrremuneration
effectively paid ro close relations other _$gn_ d''g_ :Pe!!e tg{'!!r_tcxable !t1!!t
the tradei may be included under t6e-h-eadi-ng-oT  trtdlntcosts". Astrid Lullinq
proposes tf,at this be reworded to read "g!9!g-l9le!l-orte-Oji-,e-  speu!-e". In his
."piy, the Finance Minister turned down Th-is proposal on the grounds that
',couples who are traders may be treated only as joint partners.whose  respec-
tive duties and rights are strictly equal; one implication of this is that one
spouse cannot pay a wage to the otherrr.
Useful addresses: Astrid Lulling. Chambre des /4rtds. Lulegb11u19
Ministlre des Financeb, J rue de la Congr6gation,  -U!?--Lul"gU-oT 
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NETHERLANDS
Dian Yan Leeuven-Schut has been ehairman of  the Emancipation Canncil - Emalcigatieraad  - since 19Bf and she has now been re-elected in that office until 1989. In  an interview in  Kartaal Niews (Emaneipatieraad's  quarterly journal), she says that there is still a good deal to be done before equal opportunities  are a reality and points out that the Couneil intends to broaden its  contact with women?s groups in the Netherlands.  She feels that social security is one field where even today too little thought is given to the equal
treatment of individuals.
Useful address: Emancipatieraad" Lutherse Burgwal 10, r5r2 cB The llesse
lutch nationality is to be granted autornatically at birth to the child of any
Dutch woman. Before the new law came into force on I  Janu ary 1985, a child was entitled to that nationality only if  its f ather was Dutch. An additional
provision is that naturalization is to be made zubject solely to a royal decree.
Panlien van der Linden has been appointed general adminlstrator of the Dutch
union, FNV - the first woman to hold this posi.
lhis  lesr  the  Wornenrs  lrfovelrent international arehivee -  Internationaal Archief voor de Vrouwenbeweging _ is eelebrating its 50th anniversary. Our
I'h"ppy birthdayrr greetings go to  I.A.v. for  its lirst  half centuryrs  unique, invaluable work on the internationar records of this Movement.
Useful address: Internationaal  Archief voor de vrouwwenbeging
Keizersgracht 10, 1015 CN Amsterdam
At the age of 77, A. i.laeff-Seheen is the first woman to obtain a doctorate in Slav languages  (Polish and literature) at Amsterdam University. It is of interest that the Polish Institute is patronized more by Polish than by Dutch students.
The Mnistry for Soeial Affairt asked the Nederlandse Vrouwenraad NVR (Dutch
Women's Council) to work with other woments groups in organizing a seminar
on emancipation in the Netherlands on 27 April. The stated aim wal to produce written recommendations on policy for the official Duteh delegation to Nairobi and the delegation of Dutch women taking part in the Non-Gove-rnmental organi- zationsr Forum. The subjects discussed at the seminar, which was open to the general public, were employment, education and health. The Council was also asked to arrange the _lrd European Colloquium of women's organizations  and qroups in the ten EEC countries to be held in the Netherlands next March, whose theme will be I'working and leisure timerr.
Useful address: Nederlandse  Vrouwenraad
Laan van Meerdervo.ort f0. 25n _&._Tt1g_ligg_ue
The Lower Hanse -  Tweede Kamer -  feela that maternity leave for working
women should be extended from 12 to 14 weeks. It  snouid be up to mothers themselves to decide how they shorld apportion this leave (before and after childbirth). The secretary of state lor Emancipatioro Mrs A. Kappene van de Coppello, declared that she would be asking 
'employers 
and unions to insert clauses for the protection of pregnant women in colleetive agreements,  dealing with such matters as extra breaks, more flexible working hours, temporary part-time working and exemption from work in the evening-s o, "t  nilni. sh; will also be asking the Inspectorate of Labour not to allow these women to perform certain heavy jobs.Wolen of Europe n' J9 - 15 Janrry/f5 i.rlseh 85  ?- 27
ThG thid  plrac of lcglslatton governtng rtweeverdenerst (two-income house-
holds) has been discussed by the Upper House. From 1 January 1985, the
husbandrs earnings are being taxed at a higher rate on an escalating scale: the
more the wife earns, the more her husband pays in taxes. By discouraging
women from taking a job outside the home, the measure will boost the rrblaek
economy". The piovision of  support to  families in  their own homes, f or
example, a service provided by some 240 institutions, will $ffer'  fuch rrfamily
aidn is essentially based on the work of part-timers, 140'000 of them, more
than 90% of whom are married and are the very people hardest hit by the new
regulations.  Dozens have already given in their notice and others will do the
same when they realize how heavily their family income is being taxed.
Aa a re$lt of proteets from Uorlents g'orlPs netionwide and the Emaneipatie-
raad (Emancipation  Council), the provisional regulations on State intervention to
promote equal opportunities - Tijdelijke Rijksbijdrageregeling  Emancipatiewerk
have been extended until 1989. The Government felt that local and provincial
authorities had gained sufficient experience to manage on their own, but there
is still much to be done: many small and medium-sized municipalities  have not
yet availed themselves of the regulations  designed to promote equal opportuni-
ties schemes at local and provincial level.
Useful address: Emancipatietaad,  Lutherse Burgwal 10, 1512 CB_Ilg*Hgge
The directors of Regional Elryloyrmnt Offices - Gewestelijke  Arbeidsbureaus  -
have received a  Ministry of  Social Aff airs circular via the  Employment
Department, calling on them to allocate 10% of their budget, i.e. 35 million
guild"rr a year. to helping women jobseekers  and retraining women who would
like to return to work aiter a number of years'break. The purpose of this
step, it  seems, is to imbue Employment  Office staff with a greater sense of
urgency.
Useful address: Ministerie van Sociale 7aken, Zeestraat 73 I!9 l!-qgue
The Duteh Governnpnt is to launch a ptize, to be awarded twice yearly to a
woman or group making a vital contribution  towards improving _the position of
women in society. This "Womentsrr prize will bear the name of Joke Smit whot
before her death in 1981, was a dynamic pioneer in women's emancipation'
The monthly wonnnrr magezine iVrqrwenkranti is no more. A deeision has been
taken to eease publication after It  years. Pauline Harmsen and Marga Rijen
say that many of the issues taekled by the magazine last year evoked no
,"rponru. It  was disappointing. but since the n'tmber of srbscribers  had fallen
as well as sales on- news stands they were looking elsewhere. "Producing a
Woments magazinerttthey  SaYr ttnust be a means to an end, not an end in
itse lf'r.
Do yar like to brorte in bookdropc? If  you are passing through 
- Amsterdam
come to the Xantippe bookshop at 290 Prinsengracht. If  your travels take you
to  Leiden, drop bi  Gaia at  I  Pieterkerkchoorsteeg, where yoY will  find
records, costume jewellery, books and badges. Its profits are shared out among
women's groups. in Utrecnt, don't be too frightened to 90 to the "witches'
covenrr, or rrHeksenkelderr', at ll  Teelingstraat.
tDe liberalc vrolruf - thc Liberd wom.n -  is a booklet published by women
members of VVD, the Liberal Party. It  is eompact in size but packed with
information  and reports on what is going on in womenrs affairs.
Useful address: Liberale Vrouw. Koninginnegraeht  57, AL4-4F. !-:Q"ten!-"g-gp. 28 lVoncn of Europe no J9 - 15 Janrary/f5 Mareh S5
Janette Jordan has been srceessful in  e  clain against her employer, the
Northern Ireland Electricity Service. She had been temporarily occupying a post there for ten months but. when it  was to be filled, ine nad to cohpete with
eight other candidates. One of those, a man with less experience than herself, was given the job. The Tribunal hearing her case decided that pregnaney was part of the reason wly she was not offered a job for which 'shJ 
was well qualified. She had suffered discrimination, it  said, beeause the Electricity
Service had assumed that a mamied woman with children would be affected by certain difficulties  and not a married man.
Janette Jordan was awarded [500 compensation for loss of earnings and [500 for injury to her feelings.
Useful address: Equal Opportunities Commission for Northern lreland
22 Great Vietoria Street, Belfast BTZ ZBA
Three l2-year-old schoolgirls wete awarded E35t each as compensation for
sexual discrimination at school. Michelle Debel, Michelle Teh and Selmin Sevket were made to stay down in the third-year elass beeause there were too many pupils in the fourth year. The parents were told by the school that the younqest pupils would repeat the year, but on checkinq tn"y found that only the youngest girls ryere affected, not_the boys. They appealed to the Equal Opportunities Commission, and the  Bromley - 
Educalion' ' Authoriiy admitted
discrimination at the sehool, st.  Georgers primary, and the fact that the decision had caused suffering to the three girls
Llseful address: Equal opportunities commission,  overseas House
Quay Street, Manchester Ml IHN
The British Gas Corporation has produced a video to attract more girls to
scientific and engineering careers in the gas industry. Entitled WISE wiEh qas (a pun on the title of the recent campaigri Women in geience 
""a-Enqi""-trfffi; the video features women scientists and engineeis, langing trorfr a  service
gnginger- visiting people's homes to  a  civil  engin"". supervising  pipetine
installations.
Useful address: British Gas Film and Video Library
Park Hall Road Trading Estate, London SE2I gEL
Worcn priests in  the Church of  Englard? The Church has until recenly
refused to favour the appointment of women priests, although they have been broadly accepted in other Protestant Churches. After a 7-hour debate on a motion moved by the Rt. Reverend Ronald Bowlby. Bishop of Southwark, at the last meeting of the church's governing body, the synod, the principle has now been accepted by its three houses. eovering'bishops, clergy and laity. Because of the -complex consultative and administrafive ru.ru.",  involved. however,  no woman is likely to be ordained for another 5 or 6 years.
270 worpn have gone on strike at the UK Ford plant at Dagenham in Essex and Halewood on Mers-eyside,  bringing the company to a halt and costing it almost f250 million in lost car production. The women in question. who machine seat eovers and head rests, were striking for a regrading from unskilled to skilled work and a pay rise of f.5.50 a week. They demanded an independent investigation on the grounds that the company naa wrongly evaluated their work under its grading scheme. After 5 weeks'- strike, the cbmpany agreed to the investigation.Wonen of Europe n'59 - f5 Jaruary/l5 llareh 85 9. z)
Clty Cer.tre is the imaginative  solution to the needs of London office workers,
providing rooms for meetings or films, a library, advice on individual problems
and a place to stop by for lunch.
Four out of every ten women in employment are of fice workers, and of fice
work provides 60% of all jobs in Central London.
Funded by the Greater London Council, the Centre has five full-time assistants
and a management eommittee with representatives  from the f our main of f ice
worker unions.
Office workers are so scattered that they have had little  opportunity
discuss their problems. The City Centre hopes to reduce this isolation.
Useful address: City Centre, Irene Hamilton and Gill Kirton
Room 402. Southbank House, Black Prince Road London SE-I
Shopping with baby? A nightmare! In main stores shoppinq with children is a
struggle. Children's clothing is often on an upper floor with no lifts, and it  is
hard 
- to  qet up stairs with a  push chair. Toilet f acilities for  feeding ot
changing a baby are often non-existent.
The Northern Ireland Womenrs Rights Movements and its local branch, the
Women's Centre in Belfast, circulated a petition to mother-and-toddler  elubs,
womenrs groups, trade unions and eommunity organizations in the city and then
presented the signatures to the Belfast Large Stores Association.  Most stores
pleaded laek of  space for  providing facilities, though help could be made
available if the customer  asked.
Useful address: The Belfast Women's
18 Donegall  Street,
Heart disease: the united Kingdom now has the highest rate in the world. Many
experts attribute this to the average Briton's liking for fatty foods and sugar?
Tl-re Department of Health and Social Security has published a report urging a
reduction in the amount of fat in the British diet and declaring that mosl
people eat too much salt.
The National Federation of  Wbmenrs Institutes has chosen coronary heart
disease as one of its priorities in I9B5 and is embarking on a broad campaign
to combat this major killer. The ministerial report will be widely circulated for
comment by  *"m-b".s of  the Federation and discussion at  open meetings
arranged by local Institutes. -Useful address: National Federation of
19 Eccleston Street'
The health servlce has been under fire from a report by the Women's National
Commission, an advisory committee to the British Government.  The majority of
National Health service users are women, not just for thernselves but because
they are concerned with children and care for the elderly, but their needs are
often ignored.
The report was based on the views of 51000 women. Seven out of ten, for
instanee, wanted a weekly evening surgery with their local doctor, and over
half wanted a monthly Saiurday $rqery other than for emergencies'  They also
wanted easier aecess to  women doctors, particularly for  pregnancy  and
gynaecological  disorders. Nearly nine out of  ten women would use a  Well
fror"n clinic if  it  were availabl" and also wanted more health educationt
partieularly in mental health, diet and ageing. The working group' chaired by
bame Ann Springman' has made 84 recommendations.
Useful address: Women's National Commission
Government Offices, Great George 5t., L9!99!-!WU-2Ap
to
Centre
Belfast BTI
Woments Institutes
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RESEARCH:  MEETINGS AND  BOOKS
The Family, the state and financial aectrity. This is the theme for the
:th  world congress of the Inrernational Association for Family Law in
Brussels on B-14 July.
Under the patronaqg_gf_Her  Majesty the eueen of the Belgians. the Direc- tor General of UNESCO, the Secretary  General of the Councit of Europe
and the President of the Commission of the European Communities. the
C-ongress will compare and predict the economic and social repercussions of current changes in family structures and roles, the erisis in the wel- fare state and unemployment on individual and family security. The groups
most affected by these problems are women, children and the old.
Three major themes will be debated: evolution in the rules of private law on the obligation to slpport one's family; fiscal and social policy on
f amily matters; and employment  poliey in relation to equal opportunities
and financial security for the individuai and the family.
Useful address: centre International de confdrences de Bruxelles
Parc des Expositions.  Place de Belgique. I!29_elrssels
On the oeeasion of
women in the world
related professions
proposals on how to
information and views
Useful address:
European ltfucie Year,
of music. Their role.
merits investigation,
better womenrs  position
will be welcomed.
researeh is being conducted on
plaee and eareers in music and
as  it  will  generate practical
in this branch of the arts. Any
Patricia Niedzwiecki and Yves Bessidres
50. Rue de Roumanie, 1060 Brussels
Sex: fernale. Oeorpation:  shellfish farrner. Carole Roussopoulos of Video Out
and Claude Vauclaire of  Centre drEtude et  drAction Soeiales Maritimes (centre for social maritime research and action) have. with financial backing from the Euro_Pean  Commission and the French Ministry for Women's  Rights. produced a J5-minute colour video on shellfish f arming (mainly oysters'and
mussels) in the oyster-beds of Marennes-Ol6ron in the French department of
Charente-Maritime. While their menf olk are at sea. women run the ,shedsrr
where oysters are sorted and measur.ed. It 
_ is a physically demanding. lonely job' and a precarious one at that. What does a woman do if  she Ibses he-r
husband. through death or divorce? To help each other, they have formed an assoeiation. The f ilm-makers  hope to  prbmote the movem'ent and tell  the publie about their lives.
Useful address: CEASM. L4 rue Saint-Benoft, 75006 paris
Firrngto Donna ("signed woman") was a
June 1984 by the Lega Nazionale  delle of cooperatives and friendly soeieties)
by women. The next in the series will
in the European Community.
successful  book fair held in Rome in
Cooperative e Mltue (national league to present and promote books written
be open to publishers in every country
Planned for June 1985. the event will be accompanied by shows and discus-
sions in which equal opportunities  are looked at from the eultural viewpoint.
The aim is that Firmato Donna will both encourage women to read and serve as a  meeting point for  authors, publishers, booksellers"  book and layout
designers. etc. All exhibitors are invited to adopt an additional theme for their stands. The League, for example. has chosen 'reducation in eating".
Useful address: Lega Nazionale delle Cooperative e lr4utue
Via A- Guattani, 9  00161 RomeWonen of Europe no 19 - 15 Janraryll5 March 85  9''L
Attic press is a new feminist publishing  house in Ireland. launched with two
new tiiles: ,,The Best of Nell" by the f-eminist journalist Nell Mccafferty'  and
,,Smashing Times". a history of tire wff ragette movement in lreland from I8B9
to  I1ZZ by Rosemary Culien Owens, Atti; Press has also published the Irish-
women's Guidebook and DiarY '85'
Useful address: Attic Press. 48 Fleet Street, Dublin 2
Italiane in Belgio. with a preface by Dacia Maraini, is a collection of 32
personal stories- ef ltalian women in Belgium. brought together and introduced
by Myrtia Schiavo. Immigrants living u"nd"t widely differing conditions tell
about their lives as working *om"n' 128 paqes. Lit'tl'800, published by Tullio
Pironti.
Women and researeh in biochemistry.  The International Association for
W  men scientists to come to the llth
international  congress on 5io6nemistry to be held in Amsterdam on 25-3O
Auqust. It  is in  occasion chosen by  many women researchers for
annbuncing their latest research findings'
Useful address: Congress Secretariatr XIIIth International Congress
of diochemistry,  c/o Organisatie Bureau Amsterdam  bv
Europaplein 1078 GZ Amsterdam tel. (20) 44.08.07
The Canadian Consrltative Council on the Situation of lUomen has published  a
dossier on "women and legal actionrr. recommend.ing that a legal aid fund be set
up to  enable *o-*"n to  bring legal action..Wit-h the changes introduced by
recent legislation in the field of equality. there will probably be a growing
number of legal s.rits. The council's file also cites the best known precedents
in the history of women's rights in Canada'
Useful address: CCCSF. 55 rue Slater, lSth floor
C.P. 1541. Succursale B.  Ottawa (Ontario) KIP 5R5
Femmes Suisses (Swiss Women) is a monthly journal supported by the Alliance
de Societds F6minines Suisses and the Association Suisse poul les Droits de Ia
Femme, gives a host of clear-cut itens. many ofd them very funny' which paint
a rather un"onu"nlional picture of Swiss soeiety. A thought by Ju.les 1:"::1^t:
quoted in one article:'iLa feministe. c'est celle qui ne croit Pll:  au prlnce
charmant,, - ,,A feminist is someone who doesntt believe in Prince charming  any
morett.
Useful address: Femmes - Case postale 323, W,*.-jf.pJ9JJf.  Geneva
Die Frau in unserer Zeit (women in our time) is a quarterly. journal produced
by the Konrad AJenauer Foundation (Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftunq) aimed at women
who want to be well informed and politicalty committed.  Leading personalities
are on the editorial board: Marlene Lenz. chairman of European Parliament's
committee on wor"n',  Rights. Annelies Klug. Eva Maria Lackman and Jutta-
Brigitte Biihle-fo"*i"r. Apa-rt from commenting  on society and the family the
journal devotes a good ieal of fPace to  zub jects that women approach in a
different way from mens peace. tire environment, health and consumer affairs'
The journal may be aimed at  women' but it  also hopes to  influence men'
Published bY Ernst Knoth.
Usefuladdress:DieFrauinunsererZeit.Postfach1]55'5!9@.g.EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES
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